
Please share a summary highlighting your biggest, most memorable 
deals that you were involved in/completed in 2020 and how those 
deals came to fruition in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic.

Two transactions stand out for 2020 and are very different. 
First, I represented Border States Industries (BSI) in the lease of 
a new building, which ended up with Brennan at the Colorado 
Logistics Park for 85,000 square feet and also the lease of a 20-
acre yard for product storage leased from IOV. Both properties 
are very close together in Commerce City. BSI had been in an old 
building for 10 years in Central Denver and needed to expand. 
This requirement was extremely difficult to satisfy, particularly 
the yard requirement. Fortunately for us, the soft oil and gas 
market had created a handful of “off market” yard opportunities 
and we were able to capitalize on the opportunity. To pair the 
yard with a new construction, regional headquarters within a 
mile of the yard was simply icing on the cake. This was a great 
solution for our client.

The second transaction that stands out in 2020, was the sale of the 
Breakthrough Beverage facility in Denver’s Enterprise Business 
Center.  United Properties was the seller and the developer. 
Breakthrough Beverage was the tenant on a long-term lease.  
We initially went to the market in February and were scheduled 
to take offers, pre-COVID, in early March. We were expecting 
27 offers and ended up with one, as institutional buyers were 
sitting on the sidelines trying to understand the implications 
of the COVID lockdown. Eventually, we received one additional 
offer and were able to exceed pricing expectations despite all of 
the issues at the time.  We had to overcome not being able to 
show the property, challenges with inspecting the property and 
finding a company to do the inspection, as well as numerous 
other challenges.  This was a great win for United Properties, 
and a great acquisition of a Class A, long-term leased asset in 
one of Denver’s best submarkets for the investor. 

Describe the overall performance/state of your submarket for 2020.  

We are all so fortunate to be working in the industrial space. 
The COVID lockdown exacerbated the shift from bricks and 

mortar retail to online retail, helping dramatically expand the 
e-commerce platform across the country and the world. As an 
example, amazingly, Amazon single-handedly leased 55 million 
square feet of industrial space in 2020. Users like Lowes, Home 
Depot and others are also building ecommerce warehouses 
across the country. 

That said, every user in the industrial market isn’t doing quite 
as well as Amazon et al. Users in the hospitality business, 
restaurant supply and other industries directly affected by the 
lockdown are struggling and we will likely see some of these 
companies fail in 2021/2022, unless their businesses change 
dramatically. It is truly a business of haves and have nots, 
although on balance statistically, the industrial market had a 
good year.

What are your predictions for your submarket for 2021?

The industrial leasing market will be very strong in 2021, as 
many users rebound from the lockdown. While we have an 
historically high amount of new construction in our market, 
currently at approximately 8.5 million square feet, over half of 
this is pre-leased or pre-sold to users. We have two, 1 million 
square foot buildings under construction, pre-leased to Amazon 
and to Lowes, with a handful of other larger buildings under 
construction to Subaru, Ferguson Enterprises and of course, 
Amazon.  

Land to build these new buildings has become scarce, as we have 
seen a run of purchases of large sites for future development. 
Look for more of this activity in 2021, and also look for land 
prices to escalate steeply, as opportunities become even more 
scarce.

On the capital market front, Denver continues to be one of 
the top industrial markets in the country from an investment 
standpoint. We are seeing a tremendous amount of pent up 
demand from 2020, as few opportunities were on the market. 
Not only do we see a tremendous amount of capital looking for 
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a home, but we are also seeing traditional office and retail 
investors pivot to industrial, adding even more capital in the 
pipeline. I look for a record-breaking 2021.

What is going to be the biggest commercial real estate story for the 
Denver area in 2021? 

One major developer will exit the market in 2021.

How did 2020 challenge or change you – personally/
professionally?

The shift to at home working was at times challenging, 
but also became very apparent that it is very efficient. Not 
traveling to meetings and instead using Zoom,  certainly has 
its disadvantages…but it is incredibly efficient.

What’s one thing you learned about yourself in 2020 that you 
didn’t previously know?

What I look like on camera…Also, how loud I talk (according 
to my wife!)

Tell us about something you did in 2020 that you may not have 
done in a “normal year.”

So much more quality family time. Having my 25 year old 
daughter live with us for 10 weeks was an unbelievable 
blessing. We were able to do a three-week raft trip down the 
Colorado river in the Grand Canyon.
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